A One-Team approach to crisis management: a hospital success story during the COVID-19 pandemic
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Abstract: In the later months of 2019, coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) began to spread across the globe. The pandemic quickly became a challenge for healthcare facilities to respond to and hospitals were expected to lose billions. Subsequently, many hospitals implemented mandatory furloughs, layoffs or pay cuts amongst their clinical staffs. Previous research has demonstrated it is important for organizational members to pull together and act as a team during a crisis situation. A team approach offers a number of organizational benefits however; most of the literature on teamwork is focused at the micro level (e.g., unit level) and does not address the importance of an organizational level team. We propose the importance of creating an organizational level team (e.g., one, which spans throughout the organization) as being key to successfully mitigating organizational crises. We offer an applied social identity approach as a theoretical lens to understand this phenomenon. We offer insight into one hospital, which dealt with the COVID-19 pandemic based on an organizational wide team. We explain the steps the Cleveland Clinic took in preparation for and during the pandemic. These steps allowed the Clinic to avoid many of the negative consequences other hospitals suffered, such layoffs, furloughs, and potential long-term organizational workforce problems.
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Introduction

In November/December 2019 the coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) was identified and began to spread. The virus spread quickly across the globe and began to challenge governments and healthcare facilities to respond appropriately (1). On March 11, 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) formally declared COVID-19 a pandemic. Normally, health care organizations (HCOs) are prepared for typical disease levels in their populations (1). However, COVID-19 tested traditional epidemic protocols as the disease surpassed the scope of previous pandemics.

U.S. hospitals were expected to lose $323.1 billion in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a report from the American Hospital Association (1). The total includes $120.5 billion in financial losses from July through December, as well as $202.6 billion in losses that were projected between March and June. The losses are largely due to a lower patient volume after canceling elective procedures (2). Although Congress allocated $175 billion to help hospitals offset some of the revenue losses, hospital leaders have said it is not enough (2).

To address the financial fallout from COVID-19, hospitals across the nation implemented mandatory furloughs, layoffs or pay cuts amongst their clinical staffs (3). Nearly 270 hospitals and health systems enacted such cost cutting strategies with potential long-term consequences. Health care workers who have been laid off tend to have
decreased feelings of job security, increased anxiety levels, and increased diagnoses of depression (4,5). Laying off health care workers will also have a negative impact on the health of the community, as there will be less access to medical care (6). Therefore, it is imperative healthcare system leaders recognize the costs to health care workers who find themselves unemployed and seek creative ways to avoid such decisions.

One key to success during any organizational crisis is for all caregivers to pull together and act as a team (7). A team approach to crisis management brings benefits for caregivers such as increased positive affect, crisis resilience, creativity, and agreement on important decisions (7,8). However, most of the literature on teamwork is focused at the micro level (e.g., unit level) and does not address the importance of an organizational level team. The rational for the focus on the micro level is an important consideration for future research but, could be as simplistic as size (7). perspective could be based on a number of reasons. In addition, healthcare systems might examine the methods implemented by other hospitals and especially those, which successfully mitigated the pandemic.

We therefore propose the importance of creating an organizational level team (e.g., one, which spans throughout the organization) as being key to successfully mitigating organizational crises. An organizational level team would offer the organization consistency with regard to messaging, processes, evaluation criteria, and offers the “team” level benefits noted earlier to the organization as a whole. Certainly, this would need to be empirically evaluated. We offer an applied social identity approach as a theoretical lens to understand this phenomenon (9). Through the following case presentation, we offer insight into one such organization, which dealt with the COVID-19 pandemic.

Case presentation

In January 2020, the Cleveland Clinic system leadership recognized the impending challenges approaching the United States as the COVID-19 pandemic began to surge. Leadership began to organize resources and ready the organization based on the knowledge of how the pandemic impacted hospitals elsewhere. The following discussion demonstrates the key steps and action areas addressed by this HCO to proactively prepare for the pandemic. We build on the work of Paavola [2020] who noted the steps the Cleveland Clinic took to maximize the potential in its workforce. We interviewed Dr. Mark Taylor, Chair of Surgical Operations for the Cleveland Clinic, who offered first-hand accounts of his experiences during the pandemic and was a key architect of the Cleveland Clinic COVID-19 response.

Engage key stakeholders

According to Dr. Taylor, the Cleveland Clinic successfully responded to the pandemic for a number of reasons. First, the health system deployed excess caregivers to assist other hospital surges in the early stages of the pandemic. Frontline providers were able to witness what others were doing. Leaders made a number of strategic moves proactively and were committed to transparency with the full organization. They developed an Incident Command Center (ICC) to serve as the central hub for information and delegation. The ICC developed several working groups at both the system and sub-system levels. System-wide groups focused on communication and collaboration while the sub-system groups focused on more specific localized issues and challenges.

Physical space/bed capacity

Next, the ICC groups assessed the availability of beds throughout the system and examined the potential of converting some beds to additional ICU capacity. Cleveland Clinic converted the main atrium of its Health Education Campus into a 327-bed surge hospital to be used for low-acuity COVID-19 patients. In addition to repurposing non-medical spaces for patient beds, the State of Ohio temporarily canceled elective surgeries to allow additional bed space. Many HCOs responded to this mandate by laying off or furloughing caregivers assigned to these units. However, the health system redeployed the caregivers associated with these units to the pandemic front lines rather than laying them off.

Re-deployment of workforce

Re-deployment of its clinical workforce to the front lines from other areas of the system required some planning,
training, and understanding. New protocols needed to be developed quickly (within weeks) and training programs established. Since non-essential units were shut down, many clinical caregivers were available to assist with COVID-19. Each of these individuals was assigned to a “team group” to support the front line. Though these caregivers had the basic medical knowledge and skills needed to care for COVID-19 patients, many needed additional training to address the unique needs of COVID-19 patients. The hospital first assessed the learning needs for the redeployed caregivers and then began to develop “crash courses” to get them prepared. These courses focused on areas such as appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) use, isolation precaution, ventilator use, and medications. The courses were offered online so that caregivers could complete them remotely.

**Equipment challenges**

Caregivers all over the nation expressed concern about shortages of PPE. Sometimes this fear led to hoarding of equipment, or personally purchasing inferior equipment. To mitigate these challenges, Cleveland Clinic took an accounting of all key equipment needed for COVID-19 patients. An online dashboard was established on the organization’s intranet to show real-time information. All caregivers were able to access the dashboard to see the numbers and location of PPE, ventilators, and other materials. The goals of this step were to be fully transparent with caregivers in order to mitigate possible hoarding, to show caregivers there were adequate resources, and to keep them from purchasing materials elsewhere. Dr. Taylor felt the dashboards were very successful and assured caregivers the health system cared about their wellbeing, and did not want them to worry about resources. Dr. Taylor also felt this approach worked because Cleveland Clinic had a long-standing culture of transparency, and therefore they trusted the information was correct.

**Communication strategy**

From the beginning of the pandemic Cleveland Clinic leadership incorporated transparent communication into every step of the response plan. First, they developed content on COVID-19 policies, procedures, training resources, and webinars. Next, they established daily organization-wide webinars led by top executives, which anyone in the hospital system could join. During these calls, leaders shared information, discussed challenges, brainstormed solutions, and clarified misinformation. After the updates, there was an “open mic” portion of the call where caregivers were able to ask questions, share concerns, or simply gain clarity on COVID-19 topics. According to Dr. Taylor, caregivers would often share stories of hope, inspiration, and encouragement. “Within a high stress environment such stories offered caregivers a sense of pride, motivation, and camaraderie,” Dr. Taylor stated.

**Discussion**

**A One-Team approach**

Teamwork is considered the number one global workforce development trend (11). Working collaboratively has become an imperative for contemporary organizations and “collaboration is taking over the workplace” (12). Effective teams have demonstrated a number of organizational benefits including, outcomes that are greater than the sum of individual contributions (13,14). This includes improved decision-making, increased commitment, increased collaboration, and improved development opportunities (15). As team-oriented work increases, organizations are “implementing networks of teams, whereby projects are assigned to groups of individuals who work interdependently, employ high levels of empowerment, communication freely” (16). The One-Team (organizational level team) approach is somewhat unique given that most of the teamwork literature focuses at the unit level.

Central to the Cleveland Clinic’s mission is the culture of acting as One-Team, even though it has 18 locations across the globe. Dr. Taylor explains that the “One-Team approach is built on full transparency of information regardless of employee status.” This approach is a long-standing pillar within the Cleveland Clinic. Thus, a level of trust between caregivers and the system leadership allowed the organization to pivot quickly when the pandemic became a global crisis. As other hospital systems seek ways to ensure they can adapt to disruptive external environmental changes, such as pandemics, they might consider the One-Team approach and examine the Cleveland Clinic culture.

The redeployment of clinical staff during the pandemic brought a number of benefits to the Cleveland Clinic. The redeployment allowed the Cleveland Clinic to avoid having to implement furloughs, layoffs, or pay cuts among clinical staff. In addition, the training protocols employed as part of the redeployment process offered their clinical staff new skills and knowledge, which would be of value in the future.
Prevention and treatment of future pandemics.

**Applied social identity approach to organizational crisis**

One theoretical lens which applies to the Cleveland Clinic One-Team culture is the applied social identity approach (ASIA) (9), which sprang from social identity theory (SIT) (17) and self-categorization theory (SCT) (18); two related but distinct social psychological theories. SIT focuses on intergroup relationships and SCT focuses on the role of social categorization processes in group formation and coordinated action (9). The focus of this framework is to understand how social behavior is influenced beyond the individual's viewpoint but is also influenced by the individual's sense of being a member of a larger social group (9). The ASIA has been applied to a wide variety of fields and continues to be very effective.

The ASIA approach for offers five strategies HCOs may consider. First, groups and social identities form the basis for social behaviors (17). In fact, when individuals define themselves in terms of their social identity, they will make important decisions to ensure the group is successful (9). Second, self-categorization (how one views oneself) offers a reason for group membership (19). For example, self-categorization impacts the way an individual dresses, speaks (jargon), and their interests. Third, the real power of the group is found through working with social identities and not against them (9). Specifically, the shared identities foster collaborative environments. Fourth, social identities need to be “made to matter” (9). Which means, the groups procedures, rules, and formal procedures need to be used as a means of promoting well-being and constructive engagement (20). Finally, psychological intervention is political because it involves social identity management (9).

The Cleveland Clinic culture is one very much built on the concept of “we” as opposed to “I” where caregivers flourish when they understand and work as a team based on “we”. According to Dr. Taylor, the inherent autonomy of some medical disciplines (e.g., surgeons) makes this shift difficult for some individuals. In addition, some medical disciplines work in satellite locations or may not interact with other departments on a regular basis. Such arrangements further isolate those in specific disciplines. But because Cleveland Clinic had been focusing for years on its “we” identity, the quick shift necessary during the COVID-19 surge was a lot more manageable. The lesson here is for hospital’s to start building their One-Team cultures now.

**Conclusions**

The COVID-19 pandemic placed a tremendous burden on the global health care community and many medical systems still struggle with the financial impact. Cleveland Clinic, however, seemed to avoid many of the difficult outcomes other systems experienced (e.g., layoffs, furloughs). The key to these successes lies in Cleveland Clinic’s unique One-Team organizational culture. Other systems might learn from the Cleveland Clinic approach, disruptive environmental events are inevitable. This article offers insight into why Cleveland Clinic might have been successful and how other health care systems might develop a One-Team culture themselves.
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